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Color. Color conduces to a definite effect in dishes; therefore
refined colors usually belong with exquisite dishes, and vigorous
colors are suitable with simple or Modern dishes.
In planning a table setting, the color of the dishes and the food
should be considered together. A bluish green salad bowl is
equally interesting with yellow-green lettuce, vermilion tomato,
or slices of purple cabbage in it. A dish with a lime-colored lining
looks inviting filled with sliced beets, sliced oranges, or persim-
mons. Placed on a yellow cloth, it looks as gay as a design by
Dufy. Adjacent color schemes are very successful in combina-
tions of food, dishes, and linens.
One important color decision that has to be made by nearly
every home maker is whether to have cream, white, or off-white
dishes. Cream color is pleasing, provided the linens too are cream,
however linens are easily tinted. A very sensitive colorist may
feel that the cool color of silver which must be a part of the
scheme is more harmonious with white linen than with cream.
As has been stated before, off-white tones in dishes and linens are
good.
Texture. Texture, form, and color are just as inseparable
esthetically as they are technically in dishware. Heaviness in the
ware is an invitation to boldness in form and color. Texture in
dishes refers chiefly to weight but it depends also upon the ma-
terials from which the dishes are made and upon the firing process.
The only desirable surface texture for dishes is a very smooth one
for sanitary as well as esthetic reasons,
Design. In general the best forms in dishes are based on the
circle and the sphere. The simpler structural forms have the pure
continuity of line that delights the trained eye. Particular notice
should be taken of the relation of a handle to a dish. It should
appear to grow out of a form, to be a part of it, and not look as if
it were just stuck on. Handles must be large enough to be held
comfortably. The weight of any dish must be well balanced.
The function of a dish helps to determine its shape.
It is possible to find dishes with lines and forms that agree with
the dominating forms in one's home. Geometric shapes are avail-
able for Modern homes, Classic urns for Neo-Classic or Federal
surroundings, and squatty forms for cottage backgrounds.

